A HIGHER
LEVEL OF
INCLUSIVE
PLAY
®

IDEAS FOR BETTER
PLAYGROUNDS.
FOR ALL.

THE FACTS
OF THE MATTER.
People with disabilities are the nation’s largest minority group, and
the only one that anyone can join at any time.

1 BILLION+
The number of people with disabilities in the world. Nearly 15% of
the world’s population experience very significant difficulties.
– World Health Organization

ARTICLE

31

Children have the right
to relax and play, and to
join in a wide range of
cultural, artistic and other
recreational activities.
– The United Nations
Convention on the Rights of
the Child, 1989

5% to 16%
of children are affected
by Sensory Processing
Disorder.
– Sensational Kids:
Hope & Help for Children with
Sensory Processing Disorder,
Miller 2006

7 out of 10
parents strongly agree that playground equipment
should be designed so all children can play together.
– Landscape Structures Inclusive Play Survey, 2014

10%
27%
52%

1 in 700

FOR AGES 21 TO 64;

children has
Down syndrome.
– Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention

FOR AGES 65 TO 74;

FOR AGES 75 AND OVER.

500,000+

The prevalence of disabilities in
adults increases with age.

troops have been wounded
in recent conflicts.

– Cornell University, Disability Report

– Wounded Warrior Project

74%
of parents believe it’s important for their children to play
with a variety of kids, including those with disabilities.
– Landscape Structures Inclusive Play Survey, 2014

1 in 300

ABOUT

40%

children has
cerebral palsy.

of grandparents provide child care
for their grandchildren.

1 in 68

22%

children has
Autism Spectrum Disorder

provide care 25+ hours a week.

– Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2016

– Grandparents: A Critical Child Care
Safety Net. National Association
of Child Care Resources
& Referral Agencies
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ALL CHILDREN HAVE
THE RIGHT TO PLAY.
In a survey we conducted with parents across the country, 57% mistakenly
believed that playgrounds are required by the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) to include elements designed for children with Down syndrome,
sensory disorders, and visual and hearing impairments.
In reality, current ADA standards primarily require that playgrounds be
accessible for those who use a wheelchair or other mobility aid.

UNIVERSAL DESIGN
A process that enables
and empowers a diverse
population by improving
human performance,
health and wellness,
and social participation.
— Center for Inclusive
Design and Environmental
Access (IDeA Center),
University of Buffalo
School of Architecture
and Planning
WHY EMBRACE
UNIVERSAL DESIGN?
Because it benefits
everyone regardless
of condition. Applying
Universal Design does
not mean that all the fun
and risk of a park and
playground are eliminated.
Instead, it helps to create
a place where all can play,
learn and grow together.
ROLL OUT THE
WELCOME MAT
The benefits of
inclusive playgrounds
are far-reaching. They are
also a welcome resource
for parents with disabilities
(wounded veterans, for
example) and an aging
caregiver population
who want to interact
with the children in
their care.
You’ll want to take
a look at how
accommodating your
parking lots, restrooms
and pathways are to
people of varying
abilities. That
way, everyone can
easily access your
inclusive playground.

WHAT IS AN INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND?
A universally designed, sensory-rich environment that
enables children to develop physically, socially and
emotionally. An engaging place that provides the
just-right level of challenge and offers opportunities
to succeed. A place that goes beyond minimum
accessibility to create play experiences that meet a
variety of needs and interests.
At an inclusive playground, children of all abilities can
interact with each other and do what all kids want to
do: play.

OUR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Landscape Structures creates inclusive playgrounds
featuring activities that are age and developmentally
appropriate, sensory stimulating and universally designed.
Our design philosophy is influenced by the tenets of
Universal Design, a theory of design that strives to make
environments more usable, safer and healthier for all.
Our collaborative process engages your stakeholders,
interprets community needs and ultimately results in a
responsive design that reflects your vision. To this we
apply our extensive experience with inclusive play, infused
by our ongoing research into empirical evidence-based
best practices.
This process creates a strong foundation for inclusive
playground design, incorporating scientific findings into the
play experiences themselves as well as the overall design.

Inclusive Play Catalog
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Playgrounds can offer many opportunities for children to further develop
physical, cognitive, sensory and social skills. An inclusive design includes a
balance of play experiences to build all these skills.

SENSORY STIMULATION
Through sensory play, all children discover their world and how to be
successful in it. They develop behaviors based upon their senses. The broad
play experiences from sensory-rich playgrounds allow children of all abilities to
integrate and develop their senses. The more they play, the more they develop
skills necessary to engage, change and impact the world around them.

THE SENSES AT PLAY
TACTILE

How the world feels

VISUAL

How the world looks

AUDITORY

How the world sounds

VESTIBULAR

How you balance within the world

PROPRIOCEPTION

Awareness of how your body is positioned
within the world

MOTOR PLANNING

How you move through the world
Motor skill development that helps children attain 		
mastery, self-esteem and physical competence.

SOCIAL/IMAGINATIVE

How you engage with the world
This is a byproduct of the senses at play. Successful 		
integration of sensory information from the world
allows children to develop healthy social and
imaginative skills, leading to healthy engagement 		
with the world around them.

Inclusive Play Catalog
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A SENSORY PLAY
Our sensory play panels help children to further develop their senses with self-led exploration.
The high-touch panels provide multiple ways to grow cognitive, tactile, sensory/motor,
emotional/social and language skills, and invite children to play with each other and use
their imaginations.
SENSORY PLAY CENTER®
• A sensory wonderland that
encourages exploration,
interaction and engagement
for children of all abilities
• Play on one or both sides
• U.S. Patent number
8,936,502 and other
patent pending
Sample configuration options:
1. 4-Panel Linear
2. 4-Panel S-Shape

1.

SENSORY PLAY PANELS
3. Marble Panel®
• Playful wall of marbles offers
a sensory-rich visual and
tactile experience
• PlayBooster Vibe® shown
4. Sign Language Panel
• Teaches the American
Manual Alphabet to children
and adults of all abilities
• PlayBooster® shown
5. Imagination Table™
• Enhances social/imaginative
play and creativity
• Weevos® shown
2.

3.

4.
6
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6. Kaleidospin Panel®
• Rotating prisms provide visual
stimulation
• Weevos shown
7. Mirror Panel
• 2-sided mirror encourages
socialization and visual
tracking
• PlayShaper® shown
8. Bongo Panel®
• Drums create low, resonant
tones, providing deep
auditory stimulation
• PlayBooster shown
9. Color Splash Panel™
• A brilliant color-changing
wheel on one side; blackand-gray optical illusion on
the other
• PlayBooster Vibe shown

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

10. Rain Sound Wheel Panel™
• Geometric-patterned panel
and steel drum easily rotate to
create soothing rain sound
• Weevos shown
11. Optigear Panel®
• Five rotating gears
• Helps develop fine motor skills
and dexterity
• Provides tactile and visual
sensory input
• Sensory Play Center shown
12. Xylofun Panel®
• Interactive diatonic scale
promotes auditory stimulation
and shared play
• Sensory Play Center shown
13. Navigator Reach Panel
• Rotating steering wheel with
moveable gearshift knob
develops manual dexterity
• PlayBooster® shown

12.

13.
Inclusive Play Catalog
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A MUSIC
Our superior collection of chimes, metallophones and drums, welcome polished musicians and
newbies alike to explore the power of rhythm, experience subtle shifts in tone, and discover the
many ways individual sounds can be creatively combined.
14. NEW Goblet Junior Drum
• Goblet-shaped drum on a
shorter stem
• #228215
15. NEW Kundu Junior Drum
• Hourglass-shaped drum on
a shorter stem
• #228218
16. NEW Ditty™ Metallophone
• Metallophone with 8 bars at
a lower level for younger kids
• #228212
17. NEW Jingle® Metallophone
• Metallophone with 8 tubes
for young musicians
• #228213
18. NEW Warble® Chimes
• 8 chimes at the right height
for smaller players
• #228214

14.

16.

19. NEW Kettle Junior Drum
• Large drum on a shorter
stem
• #228217

15.

17.

19.

18.
8
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20. Grandioso® Chimes
• Players can soar two full
octaves, striking rich tones
that are soothing to the ear
• Fully wheelchair accessible
• #214442
21. Vivo® Metallophone
• Multiple mallets
accommodate both solo
performances and duets
• Fully wheelchair accessible
• #214441
22. A
 nimato®
Metallophone
• Flat bars make up the
15 major notes
• Two mallets encourage
friendly compositions
• Fully wheelchair accessible
• #214438

20.

23. Kettle Drum
• Tested to stand up to
the rigors of play and
temperature extremes
• Fully wheelchair accessible
• #214445
24. Goblet Drum
• High-quality drum skin
delivers solid tones
• Fully wheelchair accessible
• #214443

21.

25. Kundu Drum
• Kids can use hands, sticks,
anything to play
• Fully wheelchair accessible
• #214444
U.S. Patent numbers 9,734,808,
9,773,482 and other patents
pending

22.

23.

24.

25.
Inclusive Play Catalog
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A SOUNDS AND LIGHTS
Pulse® interactive games encourage physical movement and challenge hand/eye coordination as
well as spatial awareness. With options for head-to-head games or individual creative play, Pulse
is exciting, entertaining and rewarding.
26. Pulse® Tennis
• Lights and sounds energize
kids in this head-to-head
game of motion
• #186567

26.

27.

27. Pulse Table Tennis
• Wheelchair accessible
• A healthy dose of competition
will motivate kids to beat the
lights
• #186568
28. Pulse Tempo
• Kids respond to the musical
cues, then move and groove
to the entertaining sound
and light show
• #186569

28.

A TACTILE
A variety of tactile inputs helps children organize sensory information from the world around them.
And because they’re fun, tactile play elements lead to opportunities for more cooperative play.
29. Hippo
• Two spray heads shower
a cool mist of water at the
touch of a button
30. Sand and Water Table
• Sand and water play offer a
sensory and imaginative play
experience
31. Sensory Wall
• Sensory play components are
configured within artistically
sculpted concrete animals

29.

30.
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B

SWINGING

The back-and-forth movement of swinging provides a child’s nervous system with a wealth of
visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive stimulation as they learn how their bodies move in space
and how much effort it takes to increase or decrease their speed.
32. NEW Friendship™ Swing
• Spacious, two-seated faceto-face swing allows multiple
people to enjoy the ride
• Patent pending
• One Friendship Swing per
swing bay
• #237293 Friendship Swing
with 5" Arch Swing Frame
• #237294 Friendship Swing
with 5" Arch Swing Frame
Additional Bay
• #237295 Friendship Swing with
Arch Tire Swing Additional Bay
• #237296 Friendship Swing with
Single Post Frame 52" Bury
• #237297 Friendship Swing with
Single Post Frame 52" Bury
Additional Bay

32.

33. Oodle® Swing
• Encourages interactive play
for oodles of kids
• Easy to transfer from a
mobility device
• #173592 Single
• #210117 Double
34. M
 olded Bucket Seat
with Harness
• Yoke harness provides greater
support for kids with limited
trunk stability
• #177351
35. Z
 ipKrooz® Assisted with Two
ZipKrooz Additional Bays
• ZipKrooz Assisted’s molded
bucket seat with harness
provides security and support
for children with limited trunk
stability, while ZipKrooz’s disc
seat is great for building core
trunk strength and
coordination
• Patent pending
• 2-way ride
• Easy glide trolley
• #196212 ZipKrooz Assisted
• #195507 ZipKrooz
Additional Bay

33.

35.

34.
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SPINNING

Multi-dimensional movements like spinning and rotating supply children’s brains with valuable,
complex vestibular information. It connects input from head and body position in space, helping
children maintain proper body posture and balance while they play. Our spinners offer optimal
opportunities for interchangeable roles and group interaction.

36. OmniSpin® Spinner
• Our high-backed spinner provides
valuable vestibular sensory
stimulation and encourages
interactive play
• Easy to transfer from a mobility
device
• Back support, side walls and speed
limiter make spinning safe and fun
for all children
• U.S. Patent numbers 8,870,668,
9,220,988 and other patents
pending
• #173591
37. Saddle Spinner
• Kids develop depth perception
and balance as they experience
a thrilling spinning motion
• #152179
38. TopsyTurny® Spinner
• Kids gain the valuable spinning
motion they need for healthy
growth and development
• Accommodates a large number of
kids so friends can play together
• #205800

36.

37.
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D SLIDING
Sliding integrates multiple senses, including vestibular, tactile and proprioception. Horizontal
rolling (Roller Table ) lets children slide back and forth on all sides of their bodies, which
allows for proprioceptive and tactile stimulation and deep pressure, and challenges upper
body strength.
TM

39. Rollerslide
• Rolly, roomy slide bed offers
excellent tactile and vestibular
stimulation
• Facilitates social and
cooperative play
• Slow, controlled ride
• Eliminates static and is safe for
use with cochlear implants
• #123333 PlayBooster®

39.

40. Double Stainless Steel Slide
•S
 tainless steel does not emit a
static charge—a good choice for
kids with cochlear implants
•F
 un for solo or collaborative
sliding
• #190857 PlayBooster

41. Roller Table™
• Kids can experience deepmuscle pressure while working
their upper body
• Allows kids to roll on all sides
of their bodies, creating new
sensory experiences
• Great activity for kids with
mobility impairments
• #176457

40.

41.
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SOCIAL/IMAGINATIVE

Our playground products provide opportunities for all levels of social interaction, whether it’s a
group playing together or one or a few children finding spaces for a quieter adventure.

42. We-saw™
• Invites kids and families of
all ages and abilities to
participate
• Promotes cooperation and
teamwork
• Gentle rocking motion
provides vestibular
stimulation
• #186490
43. Sway Fun® Glider
• First wheelchair-accessible
glider to meet all safety
standards
• Accommodates children using
a mobility device
• Gentle swaying motion
perfect for all ages provides
vestibular input
• #138871

42.

44. Cozy Dome®
• Provides a quiet space
for those who might get
over-stimulated
• Outer surface perfect for
climbing
• Peek holes let kids keep an
eye on the action
• #168099

43.

44.
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SAFETY, COMFORT AND ACCESS

The first step in building an inclusive playground is making sure it’s accessible for all. That
means considering access to the play equipment as well as creating spaces that protect children
from the elements. We have products that provide shade and remove barriers for children with
physical disabilities and let them take part in the fun. By connecting play products and creating
equal access, children can reap the benefits of socialization and equality on the playground.

45. P
 ebbleFlex® Safety
Surfacing
• Allows easy access for
mobility devices
• Ensures adequate fall height
protection and meets all
federal regulatory standards
• U.S. Patent number 8,962,750
and other patent pending
46. Double-Wide Ramp
• Provides more equitable
access for children and adults
of all abilities
• #168111 with Barriers
• #168110 with Guardrails and
Curbs

45.

46.
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SkyWays® and CoolToppers®
Shade Products
Landscape Structures shade
products provide cool and
reliable shade for any play,
rest, or activity area. Available
as independent structures or
integrated into play equipment
in both standard and custom
solutions. Visit playlsi.com
or view the Skyways® Shade
catalog for more information.
• Durable, breathable,
weather-resistant
polyethylene material
• Designed to block up to
90% of UV rays and keep
playground temperatures
30 degrees cooler
• Direct bury only
• Not IPEMA™ certified

Inclusive Play Catalog
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INCLUSIVE PLAY IDEA GALLERY
Inclusive Fun Design #4310

Wheelchair-accessible ramps unite children
ages 5 to 12 in the joy of play, where they’ll
find bongos and other interactive play panels,
chinning/pull-up bars at varying heights and
meeting places where kids can just hang out.
Color Palette AQ shown
Buttercup

Limon

Grass

Leaf

Gray

Friend Zone Design #5095
With plenty of ways to enter and exit this winding
structure, kids ages 5 to 12 can meet up with friends
of all abilities to share a laugh, invent a new game
or just explore. A range of activities keep kids
challenged and coming back for more fun.
Color Palette AN shown

18

Metallic Silver

Tangerine

Denim

Gray
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Backyard Playground
at Opportunity House Design #3629
The mix of ground level events and an accessible
playstructure with ramps delivers an engaging play
experience for all, while the OmniSpin® Spinner and
Sway Fun® Glider provide more opportunities for
group play.
Color Palette AA shown
Metallic Silver

Limon

Denim

Gray

Brahan Spring Park Design #3624
This accessible structure in our innovative
PlayBooster® Vibe® design is complemented by
freestanding play events making it accessible
for a wide range of abilities and ages.
Color Palette AV shown

20

Lagoon

Sky

Tangerine

Gray
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King Park Design #5096
This accessible PlayBooster® playstructure features a variety
of ground-level elements. Plus, there’s a ZipKrooz® and a
ZipKrooz Assisted that let children of all abilities experience
the thrill of flying—side by side!
Color Palette AK shown
Metallic Silver

Brick

Denim

Gray

Miracle League of
Milwaukee Complex Design #5097
Rich colors, sunny yellow CoolToppers® shade systems and
inspiring activities—like the wheelchair-accessible Sway Fun®
Glider—encourage children of all abilities to play, learn and
grow together.
Color Palette AP shown
Plum

Tangerine

Orange

Granite

Brown
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Olsen Park
Wilmington, N.C.

24
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ESSENTIALS OF INCLUSIVE PLAY
This design* represents just one example of an inclusive playspace that
contains a strategic mix of play events and activities supporting play for
all ages and abilities. The result is a Higher Level of Inclusive Play.® For
more complete information about inclusive play design, see the
INCLUSIVE PLAYSPACE DESIGN: PLANNING GUIDE.
*Includes additional play elements not listed in this catalog.

D

F

D

D
A

A
E
F

B SWINGING
Oodle® Swing,
Molded Bucket
Seat with Harness,
Arch Belt Swing,
Full Bucket Toddler
Swing, Tire Swing
25

C SPINNING
OmniSpin Spinner,
Saddle Spinner,
Blender™ Spinner,
Gyro Twister®
Spinner
®
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D SLIDING
Cloudburst® Slide,
Double Wave Slide,
Gemini SlideWinder2®,
Rollerslide, SpyroSlide™,
Surf Slide, Roller Table™

A SENSORY PLAY

A MUSIC

Sensory Play Center®, Alphamaze
Panel® and Labyrinth Panel, Bongo
and Xylofun Panel®, Color Splash
Panel™, Fun Mirror Panel®, Kaleidospin
Panel®, Marble Panel®, Rain Sound
Wheel Panel™, Bongo Reach Panel,
Chimes Reach Panel, Optigear Vibe
Panel®, Periscope Panel, Ring-a-Bell™
Reach Panel

Grandioso® Chimes, Vivo®
Metallophone, Animato®
Metallophone, Goblet Drum,
Kettle Drum, Kundu Drum

Sensory garden provided by others.

B

C

F

D

C

E

B

C

E
A
F

F

E SOCIALIZATION/
IMAGINATIVE

We-saw™, Sway
Fun® Glider, Cozy
Dome®, Stationary
Cycler with E-Pod® step

A

F SAFETY, COMFORT
AND ACCESS

PebbleFlex® Safety Surfacing, CoolToppers®
Full Sail, Double-Wide Ramp, TenderTuff™
Bench w/Back and Armrest, Perimeter Fence
(provided by others), Wide Access Pathway
(provided by others)
Inclusive Play Catalog
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Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment in the world.
Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of all ages and abilities
to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play. We push the limits—
of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit to what they can do today and in the future.
For a better tomorrow, we play today.
Landscape Structures is the leader in Inclusive and Sensory Play. Our innovative and thoughtful playground equipment invites
all children to play together. To learn more about our pioneering initiatives, please visit playlsi.com/inclusive-play.
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